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, when i started my PC today, it failed when installing a graphics card (ahrdware.com card) great, I ran a fsck on my root drive
and it reports blocks with N for free how can I look up what happened to the data they belong to and if there's a chance it might
be recoverable *unrecovable salamanderrake, i don't think you can recover those. OerHeks: what do you mean? I mean the
metadata which identifies the block and the location of it in the drive I want to know if there is any chance I can recover any
data from the drive before I have to format it and start over What was the nr of blocks? I am working on it now 5.1M so far too
little data to recover If you still find something to salvage, contact your hardware vendor use something like testdisk to try to
recover it do you guys know anything about using testdisk or photorec to try to recover the data off a drive like this sarnold:
OerHeks: how will I know if I can get any data off this drive salamanderrake: do you know if you still have data on the drive or
not? salamanderrake, what do you mean, recovering data? OerHeks: no, not really sarnold, I guess he does, else he would not
mount it. maybe if I have time you might have got that warning, when trying to install the driver, with that number of blocks.
maybe an error occured? I've never had one from a corrupted filesystem due to a soft error on a drive ah, i am not into nvidia,
so i don 82157476af
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